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In the complex scenes of everyday life, our brains must select
from among many competing inputs for perceptual synthesis—
so that only the most relevant are fully processed and irrele-
vant (distracting) information is suppressed. At the same time,
we must remain responsive to salient events outside our cur-
rent focus of attention—and balancing these two processing
modes is a fundamental task our brain constantly needs to
solve.

This Research Topic examines how attentional control is
guided by sensory predictions, prior knowledge, reward, task sets,
and emotional factors. Moreover, the neural signatures of these
mechanisms are investigated in Original Research Articles or
summarized in Review, Perspective and Hypothesis and Theory
Articles. Findings from a wide range of state-of-the-art comple-
mentary neuroscientific methods such as fMRI, M/EEG, TMS,
and ALE-based meta-analysis are presented.

The collection of papers of this Research Topic provides
an overview over our current knowledge in the field and also

presents novel stimulating hypotheses on how attention is
controlled in the human brain. It moreover bridges the gap to
other disciplines such as decision-making and social and affective
neuroscience.
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